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definition: client brief
 
a written description of what a new project or product should 
do, what is needed to produce it and how long it will take“

”
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what is a brief ?
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A brief, as it suggests, is a summary. 
This may be common knowledge to a lot 
of agencies and professionals but 
making sure your brief is concise is key. 

There is probably no such thing as a 
perfect brief. Briefs vary and some 
require more detail than others but you 
should have a set list of principles even 
before putting pen to paper (or finger to 
keyboard).

Try and stick to these rules:

•  Keep focused

•  Avoid solutions but outline goals

•  Create a viable timeframe

•  Remember your audience



rule#1 keep focused
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Now, we don’t mean make sure you 
finish (that is a given). We mean keep 
your brief focused on including the 
details that matter.

However, don’t get side tracked with 
the minor details just yet, beyond the 
brief the client will almost always want 
to add their own goals and tailoring will 
be required further down the line. Just 
make sure your are being clear on what 
you want to achieve. Keeping to a 
structure usually helps. 

The following headers should help keep 
your brief focused:

•   Client Name
•   Background Info (On both Client/Project)

•   Target Audience
•   Timeframe/Deadline
•   Project Formats (If using multiple platforms)

•   Goals
•   Deliverables
•   Key Contacts
•   Any other info

You can download our brief template here.

http://www.coupmedia.com/resources/
http://www.coupmedia.com/resources/


rule#2 outline goals
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Goals, sometimes, won’t be clear until you 
begin your brief or at least begin to think 
about them. 

There can be a different number of goals 
that come from a project, whether it be 
financial, personal or to achieve acclaim. 
The goal of a project will be different 
depending on what your client wants but 
always have one. A simple process to 
work out what goal is best is by talking to 
not just the client but your team. 

Having more that one goal is great, 

multiple objectives can make a project 
timeline clearer and break down the 
project into more managable tasks. But 
make sure all your goals are relevant.

Personal goals shouldn’t be discounted, 
even though you are working with the 
client, it is ok to get your own satisfaction 
from a project.



rule#3 timeframe
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Timeframes may be taken out of your 
hand by clients. Even if the client hasn’t 
given you a specific timeframe it should be 
down to you to create one.

Projects without a set timeframe always 
have a risk of dragging on and not being 
completed. This isn’t great because it not 
only is unprofessional it can waste 
resource and money.

Before submitting a brief speak to all the 
team involved, and then whether it be 
developers or community managers - 

make sure the project you are proposing 
is feasible. If they can’t do it or need extra 
time to complete elements - then you 
need to factor this in.

Once all the teams have given you an 
outline of the times they need, add 
contingency. 

Things go wrong, not always, but there is 
never any harm in planning for it. Worse 
case - is something goes wrong but you 
are ready; best case - it all goes well and 
you deliver a project early!



rule#4 audience
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Audience means two things: who will 
read the brief and who, ultimately, will 
the project be going out to.

You need to create a project brief that 
appeals to both. There is no point 
creating a groundbreaking project for a 
client that just wants some social 
adverts, but in return; you don’t want to 
just tick all the boxes.

Sometimes the client won’t be aware of 
the wealth of options available, you are 
the expert. Feel free to impart your 
experience and expertise into the brief.

Be creative, but stay on task and stay 
on project. Clients usually know their 
audience, but you know the tools. 
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Whenever you want to achieve something, 
keep your eyes open, concentrate and make 
sure you know exactly what it is you want. No 
one can hit their target with their eyes closed.

paulo coelho

“

”



other considerations
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Writing briefs is a great way to 
communicate a project. Here are a few 
other things to consider when writing a 
brief. 

•  Share - Sharing it with your team should 
be a vital part of any brief writing. It will 
help get the best ideas and approaches 
as well as help you write a clear brief that 
anyone can understand.

•  Drafting - The first brief you send may 
not be the final version. Don’t be afraid to 
collaborate with the client to draft up the 
perfect brief.

•  Assets - Perhaps the brief stage is too 
early to be worrying about assets. 
However it could affect the wider project 
if certain assets are yet to be created. So 
it is always worth checking.

•  Communication - When writing up a 
brief, don’t be afraid to ask questions. 
The client will thank you for delivering a 
good brief rather than be annoyed by 
your questions. Good brief writing comes 
from hitting all the client goals while 
remaining creative and innovative.
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We’ve lots more resources, white papers and 
help guides available on our website. So if 
you’ve enjoyed this one, take a look...

take a look

There’s More...
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coupmedia.com
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getsocial
hello@coupmedia.co.uk

 @coupmedia                                          
  coupmedia.com

0845 805 7345
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